
AWAKENING WITH THE YONI EGG

Within Temple Body arts, the yoni egg represents a powerful tool and symbol
to affirm your sexual sovereignty, explore your body and pleasure, and reclaim your body for yourself.

The yoni egg is used to re-pattern, awaken and cultivate sexual creative energy. It can strengthen the

yoni’s intricate muscles and creates increased sensitivity, sensation, articulation, and flexibility, all of

which are factors of heightened sexual pleasure.

Using the yoni egg is an invitation and is not mandatory. Trust your innate wisdom

and listen to your inner knowing to support you using the egg in your own time and rhythm. There are

many ways of connecting with a yoni egg, whether or not it is inside your Temple Body.



essential words and meanings on this path of awakening

Sexual Sovereignty: You have the choice to be sovereign in all aspects of your life, including your

sexuality. As a sexually sovereign being, you get to choose how you show up in the world and what you

say YES to. To live your YES, you must learn to express your NO, which requires listening to and acting

upon your discernment. You are the master of your pleasure and Temple Body. You have an opportunity

to create a positive, loving relationship with your yoni and womb, as you value and trust yourself and say

YES to your highest desires. You reclaim your sexuality by following your kinesthetic bliss, allowing your

emotions and sexual creative energy to flow through you, and moving through life in ways that turn your

soul on.

Sexual Creative Energy: Also referred to as Shakti, Life Force Energy, Chi depending on the

context and tradition.

Yoni: Sanskrit word for vagina and vulva, the origin of the word means source or spring. There are

many temples across the world devoted to Yoni and Lingam Worship. (Lingam is the Sanskrit word for

penis).

Lotus Flower Yoni Portal: A TBA concept which views your yoni as the portal into your Temple
Body. Within TBA, Mula Bandha is also the location of the lotus flower yoni portal. You can access this
bandha by pulling the petals of your lotus flower yoni portal up your hollow bamboo core. Mula means
'root, source, origin.' The Sanskrit word bandha means to ‘hold,' ‘tighten' or ‘lock.' The Mula Bandha is
used to engage your root and pull the energy upward.

Kundalini: The flow of awakened sexual energy through your body. It can be depicted as feminine

serpent energy. Kundalini starts at your root, the base of your body, and lotus flower yoni portal, and

when your channels are open, it runs up your body through your Bamboo Flute (also referred to as

Sushumna Channel).

Taoism: An ancient Chinese tantric arts tradition with practices for cultivating sexual energy for

longevity and vitality. Yoni Egg practices as well as other TBA practices have some roots in Taoism.

Jade Egg: A piece of natural Nephrite Jade that is carved into the shape of an egg and then drilled

from top to bottom. It harmonizes our yin and yang energies. We use the egg to re-pattern, awaken and

cultivate our sexual creative energy.

Saida Desilets in Emergence of the Sensual Woman describes the Jade Egg, “The Green Jade Egg is our

preferred egg of choice when starting with Yoni Egg practices for the following reasons: Jade is

considered the health, wealth and longevity stone. It is used for increasing our courage, wisdom,

emotional balance, stamina, love, humility, generosity, peace and harmony. Jade is also known as being

androgynous, therefore: it is considered to have a gentle steady pulse of healing energy and helps us get
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rid of negative thoughts and energy. It is also very beneficial to our heart in both the physical and

spiritual sense and is a very protective stone. Green Jade is the most common of all jade and is

particularly calming for our nervous system, helping us channel our passion in a constructive way, making

our expressions of love easier.” (P.134)

Amethyst Yoni Egg: This beautiful purple crystal vibrates at a high frequency and helps us open up

our third eye and crown chakras to connect with celestial energies and our higher consciousness.

Working with Amethyst supports in opening up our bamboo flute and feeling the connection from our

root to our crown as we open for divine creative spirit to flow through.

Obsidian Yoni Egg: This volcanic rock can get hot, so be careful after cleaning it in a hot salt water

bath. Working with this powerful stone can bring up a lot of emotion and intensity. You will know when

you are called to work with this tool to transform the old through absorbing, detoxing, clearing the

womb from old ways of being, and old memories stored within. Obsidian is also a strong psychic cleanser

and protector.

You may also choose to work with a Rose Quartz to connect with more self love or other stones for their

healing properties.  In TBA we suggest Jade as a powerful place to start with this practice.
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Yoni Egg Invitations

❖ Work with a yoni Egg only when you feel a full YES from your Yoni and Womb. Ensure you are

aroused and lubricated before inserting the egg.

❖ Depending on where you are at in your menstrual cycle, you may or may not want to practice

with a yoni egg inside your Yoni. We naturally build energy after we bleed, and the yoni egg can

enhance this process in the follicular phase of your cycle and your creative energy. It's not

recommended to practice with the egg inside your yoni when you are on your moon.

❖ The Nephrite Jade Egg is a commonly used yoni egg and a beautiful place to begin. Jade offers

many healing properties, including harmonizing our feminine and masculine energies.

❖ You can do all of the practices with or without the egg inside of you.

❖ Discomfort is possible at the start of using a yoni egg (it is working out new muscles) if you feel

any pain stop the practice and rest.

❖ It is natural to not actually feel the egg inside of you, especially as you begin the practices.

❖ Physical benefits of using a yoni egg: strengthens the intricate muscles within the yoni, creating

increased sensitivity, sensation, articulation, and flexibility – these are all factors of heightened

pleasure.

❖ Be gentle with yourself and what you experience, you have a whole lifetime to explore and go

deeper. This is just the beginning of your relationship with a yoni egg within Temple Body Arts.

❖ Store the energy at the end of each practice. With your hands below your navel create 9

counter-clockwise spirals to gather and store the energy from all parts of your body, then 9

clockwise circles to gather and store the energy in your body.

Most importantly, I invite you to let go of any expectations and bring
playfulness, breath, and curiosity to your practice.

Cleaning your yoni Egg: When you first receive your yoni egg or if you need to disinfect the

egg, place it in hot water (jade you can boil) and sea salt for 10 minutes. Energetic Clearing and Charging:

I like to take my yoni eggs to clean moving sources of water whenever I can - waterfalls, rivers. As well as

cleansing and charging under the full moonlight.
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Self-Love Practice with your yoni Egg

Be gentle, create a sacred space, one where there are no distractions. With or without the egg, you

can still do the practices in this workbook and video.

Connect with the yoni egg each day this week, even if it is just seeing her on your altar,

holding the egg in between your palms or placing it on your heart or womb and breathing with the egg.

Use the video to guide you through the entire process of inviting the yoni egg into your body and

connecting with her. Infuse your yoni egg with your sankalpa and personal mantra.

When you are building your sexual creative energy with these practices, you

are cultivating and circulating a lot of energy through your Temple Body. Having the tongue on the roof

of your mouth will act as a grounding wire and helps to circulate and contain your energy.

When completing your practice with or without the egg, having a deeper

awareness of your yoni and womb, seal in the practice and store the creative energy with this following

mudra. With your hands below your navel, create 9 counter-clockwise spirals to gather and store the Chi

energy from all parts of your body, then 9 clockwise circles to contain the Chi energy into a small ball of

light or pearl. Complete the practice resting in the Womb Cradle Mudra (as the photo below). Storing the

energy is a crucial part of the practice and can be done with or without the jade egg.

Chi- Energy Spirals Inspired by, Saida Desilets, Emergence of the Sensual Woman, P.102.
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Self-pleasure practices

Explore self-pleasure with this module and your yoni egg. Set up a sacred space

(perhaps in the shower or bath) play and explore with some yummy coconut oil or other preferred

lubricants and your yoni egg. Use the egg to massage and explore your yoni for connection and arousal,

whether or not you insert the egg in your yoni. Follow your YES and highest desires!

Reflection Questions

1. What is your intention in working with your yoni egg? If you are not ready to work with an egg, write

about what is alive for you in working with the yoni egg.

2. What relationships, states of being, ancestral stories do you desire to re-pattern around your

sexuality? What is your current relationship with your yoni and sexual sovereignty?

3. What does the full NO of your Yoni feel and sound like? (Write from the voice of your Yoni).
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4. What does the full YES of your Yoni feel and sound like? (Write from the voice of your Yoni).

5. What would you like to embody as a sensually empowered being?

6. What new stories and energies are you ready to bring into your body?

Daily Practices

❖ Be with Yoni Awakening. Create space for Self-Pleasure practices, even if that is

simply massaging your breasts and yoni and taking time to love your body.

❖ Complete the Yoni Awakening Video with or without a yoni egg.

❖ Connect with the yoni egg each day for a week - even if it is just placing your

egg on your altar, holding the egg in between your palms, or placing it on your heart or womb

and breathing with the egg.

❖ Infuse your yoni egg with your Sankalpa and personal mantra.
❖ Connecting with the TBA Guiding Compass Point, Sexual Sovereignty, repeat the mantra, "I am a

sexually sovereign being. I honor my sacred yes and sacred no."

❖ Reflect and write in your journal on your current relationship with your sexuality, your yoni, and

your womb.
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